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Recently, various types of wireless networks and mobile communication technologies have emerged;
particularly the Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) improving significantly the capacities of mobile com-
munications. This paper aims to propose new insights on theoretical aspects of WMN by giving a novel
modeling approach.
We lean on formal methods to show how to define a precise semantics for WMN and how to formally

analyze their routing protocols. We combine the logical reflection of Maude language and the hierarchical
structure of the Bigraphical Reactive Systems (BRS) to provide an executable formal model for WMN. This
model, called Bis-WMN specifies both the WMN topology and any behavior which may be observed dur-
ing its routing process. Some inherent properties have been then checked with the LTL model checker of
Maude.
� 2018 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the last decades, a great effort has been made to resolve some
of the major traditional (wired or wireless) networks challenges, as
the increased number of Internet users, the huge amount of net-
work resources, etc. The performances of such network do not sat-
isfy enough users requirements in terms of cost and throughput.
Consequently, a new class of networks, known as Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMN), has emerged and constitutes a pleasant support
for communication due to their flexibility, ease of deployment and
minimized costs. Besides, they offer a means of communication for
a variety of applications with various service quality requirements,
such as delay, throughput, reliability, confidentiality, etc. Thanks to
the independent organization of Mesh Routers (MR) and the ability
of communicating in multi-hop way, WMN are deployed in a wide
range of application scenarios, including Internet access in urban,
suburban and rural areas, emergency response communication,
public safety, building automation and intelligent transportation
systems.

WMN topology, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a number of station-
ary wireless access points MR and mobile client nodes. Routers
form a multi-hop wireless backbone, compared with conventional
ones, MR may achieve the same coverage with much lower trans-
mission power, through multi-hop communications. Within the
backbone, a subset of routers may act as Gateways including sev-
eral access networks, as it is observed in ordinary internet network
via high-speed wired links. Thus, WMN deployment can cover a
wide network areas. Several wireless technologies support this
type of communication, IEEE802.11 (for Wireless Local Area Net-
works, WLAN), IEEE802.15.4 (for Wireless Personal Area Networks
WPAN) and IEEE802.16 (for Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks,
WMAN).

In order to improve the flexibility of WMN, MR is usually
equipped with multiple network interface cards (NICs) operating
on the same or different wireless access technologies (IEEE
802.11a/b/g bands). Besides, wireless mesh routers can communi-
cate in parallel using different channels, then, WMN may be a
multi-interface multi-channel wireless mesh network (MIMC-
WMN).

Indeed, simultaneous transmissions on the same channel may
cause collisions and lead to throughput degradation, so, the major
challenge facing WMN is interference, an undesirable phenomenon
that directly affects the communications occurring in the same
area and on the similar or converged channels, reducing thus the
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Fig. 1. WMN architecture.
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network capacity. Therefore, using multiple channels and multiple
radios can alleviate, but not eliminate the interference in WMN (Li
et al., 2008).

Some existing researches around WMN capacity improvement
focus solely on the use of directional antennas, multiple input/out-
put and/or multi radio multi channel. Other works tackle the inter-
ference problem by considering, at the same time, the routing and
the channel assignment since they are dependents. Indeed, manag-
ing routing and channel assignment separately does not take into
account the traffic information during the channel assignment
stage. Likewise, routing protocols have limited access to channel
state (Pathak and Dutta, 2011; Malik et al., 2015). Yet, applying
both routing and channel assignment in the same time is NP-
complete, the approaches following this trend simplify their objec-
tive and try to apply them successively, i.e, one after the other
(Capone et al., 2010).

In the same thought, we have already proposed an AODV based
routing protocol (Boucebsi and Belala, 2015b; Boucebsi and Belala,
2017), baptised MPR-CAP4WMN (Multi Path Routing and Channel
Assignement Protocol for WMN), dealing with WMN features. It
maintains the connectivity of this network and minimizes their
interference in the context of Partially Overlapped Channel (POC)
(Mishra et al., 2005) of the IEEE802.11a standard. In the current
paper, we proceed to formally analyse this protocol in order to
complement simulation-based approaches. We propose a BRS
Sharing-based model to support an effective analysis of the proto-
col behaviors. Besides, the MPR-CAP4WMN specification is then
prototyped and executed under Maude system. Maude rewriting
engine is showed very useful to implement reaction rules of BRS.

Bigraphical Reactive Systems (BRS) (Milner, 2008) constitute a
natural semantic framework for concurrent and mobile system
models. The wide use of BRS in various application areas has
prompted the founders of this theory to expand it in several ways
such as: Binding Bigraphs (Damgaard and Birkedal, 2006), Directed
Bigraphs (Grohmann and Miculan, 2007), Stochastic BRS (SBRS)
(Krivine et al., 2008) and Bigraphs with Sharing (Sevegnani,
2012). The later is a novel generalization of Milners bigraphs in
which two or more parent nodes may share the same child node.
Therefore, the locality notion is updated. As a consequence, places
graph definition is changed and the parent mapping is represented
by a binary relation instead of a function. Such bigraph extension is
sufficient to allow the modeling of WMN topology. Each element in
this topology (node) may have zero or more parents (that may con-
tain it).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
some works related to our approach are discussed. Then, we give a
brief overview on the theory of BRS in Section 3. In Section 4, we
define the BRS-based model called Bis-WMN, for specifying struc-
tural and behavioral aspects of WMN. Section 5 shows how to
exploit our model to execute and formal analyse the proposed
routing protocol MPR-CAP4WMN. Finally, some concluding
remarks and ongoing work round up the paper.
2. Related work

In this section, we relate two classes of work, those dealing with
Channel Allocation (CA) and routing protocols in order to improve
WMN capacities, and others adopting formal methods to analyze
routing protocols in WMN (Section 2.2).
2.1. CA and routing Approaches

In the literature, various approaches try to improve WMN
capacities focusing on some key issues, as Interference and
Connectivity. By proposing the classification shown in Fig. 2, we
highlight the benefits and the limits of such solutions. We identify
three main approaches classes.

The first class is dedicated to CA process while improving WMN
capacities. These CA-based approaches aim to mitigate the inter-
ference, preserve the connectivity and then maximize the network
capacity. In this context, we cite:

(1) Interference-aware approaches (Subbaiah and Naidu et
Venkata, 2015) that choose the less used channel by calcu-
lating the number of nodes sharing each channel.

(2) Traffic-aware methods (Martignon et al., 2015) choosing the
channel with less traffic load.

(3) Connectivity-aware methods (Chaudhry et al., 2012; Devare
and Wankhade, 2014) that consider the channel Connectiv-
ity issue. In the second class of approaches, we set up only
routing-based solutions. Various metrics are defined to
select the best path in the corresponding routing protocols,
taking into account many factors, as network topology, link
quality and interference. This type of metrics is called
channel-unaware routing metrics (including Hop Count,
ETX, ETT, InvETx, MTM). Despite the diversity of these met-
rics, the solutions proposed are still limited.

Obviously, based on the previous work limits, a third class of
approaches has emerged combining CA process and routing
algorithms. Protocols belonging to this class are built on



Fig. 2. CA and Routing approaches.
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channel-aware routing metrics that take into account channel state
during the path selection (iAWARE (Subramanian et al., 2006), SBR
(Boushaba et al., 2016)). Routing process may be in this case Joint
unicast routing and channel assignment JURCA (Gammar et al.,
2016), or Joint multicast routing and channel assignment JMRCA
(Chakraborty, 2015).

This type of approaches also are not able to support conve-
niently the interference factor.
2.2. Formal approaches

This section relates some works in the literature that try to
apply formal models in WMN routing specification and analysis.
Authors in Fehnker et al. (2012) propose a process algebra based
model, called AWN, for specifying WMN routing protocols and
set up a formal model for the AODV kernel. This result (AWN)
was also used in van Glabbeek et al. (2013) to prove that the
sequence number used to determine an up-to-date path cannot
guarantee the non-existence of loops in the protocols.

Other works investigated the model checking analysis of AODV
routing protocol in WMN, thus in Fehnker et al. (2012), an AODV
model, also based on AWN, was given and checked with UPPAAL
model checker. In the other hand, authors in Hoefner and Kamali
(2013) described the AODV quantitative analysis and its variants
using the statistical model-checking SMC-UPPAAL. In the same
thought, authors in Hoefner and Edenhofer (2012) have proposed
an AWN-based formal model to analyze the reactive AODVv2 pro-
tocol (DYMO). In the context of Ad-Hoc networks, some results are
reported in Billington and Yuan (2009), Espensen et al. (5062) to
model various versions of AODVv2 using Colored Petri Nets. This
formalism has also been used by Huang and Zhou (2012) to verify
the safety property in WMN (Black hole attack).

We will mention that all these approaches do not address, nei-
ther channels allocation, nor multi-path routing in WMN multi-
radio context. As we believe that using jointly multi-path and
multi-channel can enhance significantly the WMN throughput
Fig. 3. Bigraph
and performances, we have already proposed a suitable extension
of the AODV protocol MPR-CAP4WMN in Boucebsi and Belala
(2017), offering these capabilities. In this paper, we contribute by
providing a judicious combination of the Bigraphical Reactive Sys-
tems, able to represent both locality and connectivity in WMN net-
works, and Maude language, a good candidate to execute, simulate
and model-check the underlying protocol. We note that in
Sevegnani (2012), Muffy and Michele (2014), Muffy et al. (2014)
authors focus on practical use of bigraphs with sharing for the
effective modelling and analysis of real-world scenarios.

So, they use PSBRS (Priority stochastic BRS with sharing) and
BRS with sharing for modeling IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA RTS/CTS pro-
tocol and Home wireless networks respectively. Through this work,
they were able to demonstrate that BRS with sharing allow a native
representation of overlapping localities (i.e. topologies) and they
exploit BigraphER tool for analyzing topology evolutions. Similarly,
we use BRS with sharing to specify, this time, the WMN topology
and the routing protocols.
3. Introduction to Bigraphical Reactive Systems

Bigraphical Reactive Systems (BRS) theory was initially intro-
duced by Milner (2008) for modeling distributed mobile code. A
BRS consists of a bigraph equipped with a set of reaction rules
allowing to define how a given system may evolve over time.
Bigraphs (see Fig. 3) represent a graphical model dealing with both
connectivity and locality aspects of a system using two separate
graph structures (places and links graphs).

Places graph specifies system entities spreading through a cer-
tain nodes hierarchy. While, the links graph captures connections
between nodes. It consists of a hypergraph that abstracts the pos-
sible entities’ interactions using edges (hyper-edges). Each edge
(see Fig. 3) connects at least two nodes. Places graph consists of
a forest of trees, called roots, describing system’ parts and able to
nest a set of nodes. The nodes (system logical/ physical compo-
nents) as illustrated in Fig. 3 can nest or/and be nested in other
anatomy.



Table 1
WMN elements semantics in terms of Bigraph.

Roots Nodes Control Sort Arity

Interference Channels band Channels b {0}
Channel Cp c {1}
Slot time SlotB t {1}

SlotS

Topology Radio ISn a {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
IRn

Network Network w {1}
Hop Hop h {2, 3}
Flows Flows o {0}
Session Session d {2}
Path PathF m {1}

PathS

Interference InterferenceA i {0}
InterferenceE

Connectivity Signal Signalxyz s {2}
Range RT g {1}

RI

Table 2
Formation rules.

U1 All dacgm-nodes are atomic
U2 All children of a w-node have sort dahi
U3 All children of a h-node have sort a
U4 All children of a d-node have sort ddm
U5 All children of a i-node have sort h
U6 All children of a s-node have sort g
U7 All children of a btb-node have sort c
U8 In a a-node, one port is always linked to a-node by an r-link and the

other may be linked to one or more a-nodes with other links
U9 In w-node, the port is always linked to t-node
U10 In h-node, one port is always linked to m-node and the other with c-

node
U11 In d-node, one port is linked to two a-nodes by an r-name, the second

port may be linked to another two a-nodes by other r-name
U12 In m-node, the port is linked to f-names
U13 In c-node, the port is linked to a-names or b-name
U14 In s-node, one port is always linked to two a-nodes by r-name, the

second port may be linked to two g-nodes by u-names
U15 In g-node, the port is always linked to s-node
U16 In t-node, the port is always linked to e-name
U17 All dnhisdt-nodes are active
U18 an d-node has two r- names
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nodes. Each node is characterized by a control; a type identifier
combined with an arity to define the number of associated ports.
A bigraph may have one or more sites expressing the ability to hold
other bigraphs (or regions). A bigraph interacts with other ones
(external environment) through inner and/or outer names that fig-
ure in the interfaces.

Bigraphs can be also described by means of textual term lan-
guage, allowing to conceive more complex bigraphs thanks to sev-
eral available operations. On the other hand, a sorting discipline
may be added to bigraph definition in order to avoid inadmissible
bigraphs construction; imposing some formation rules (constraints
or properties). In BRS, a reaction rule R having the following for-
mat: R : B ! B0 represents the reconfiguration of a bigraph B to B0

in some bigraphical context.

4. A BRS-based Model for WMN

A novel extention of Milner’s bigraphs, called bigraphs with
sharing (Sevegnani, 2012), dealing with places that may have sev-
eral parents, is recently appeared. This leads to a new definition of
the places graph. It is based on acyclic binary relations instead of
the acyclic functions, as in the original definition. Therefore, no
more need to additional links, copies of nodes or special controls
to cover specific characteristics and intersections of system nodes.

In this section, we explain how we adopt bigraphs with sharing
and sorting discipline to formally model both structural and
behavioral aspects of WMN. Thus, a WMN is considered, at a high
level of abstraction, as a set of nodes and links grouped within
roots. WMN evolutions are defined by reaction rules. We highlight
that each WMN element has a particular semantics in BRS theory.
Thus, the conceived bigraphs do not just specify the graphical rep-
resentation of a WMN, but also its intended mathematical models.

Definition 1. The BRS-based Model for WMN is a couple:
Bis-WMN = (B-WMN, R-WMN) where,

� B-WMN is a bigraph representing the system (WMN) infras-
tructure or topology.

� R-WMN is a set of reaction rules specifying the system behavior
(in the terms of the MPR-CAP4WMN protocol (Boucebsi and
Belala, 2017)).

In the following subsections, we detail each part of our pro-
posed model.

4.1. B-WMN: A Bigraphical Model for WMN infrastructure

According to our formalisation approach, we define the topol-
ogy of WMN as a bigraph B-WMN having three independent roots,
named respectively, Interference, Topology and Connectivity. Con-
nectivity root represents routers position allowing to define routers
connections and neighborhood. Interference defines the interfer-
ence that can be generated between used channels. Topology root
specify to observe the routing evolution in the network. So, each
root contains a distinct set of nodes. Table 1 illustrates a set of cor-
respondence rules for abstracting the most important elements of
a WMN in the bigraph with sharing syntax. We use this abstraction
to associate a formal semantics to a WMN topology consisting of
several fixed routers and mobile channels.

(1) Interference root is defined to model the CA progress. It can
be represented by means of three sorts HInterference ¼ b; c; tf g,
typing respectively, the channel band nodes, the channel
nodes and Slot time nodes. Controls in sort t ¼ slotB; slotSf g
express broadcasting time slot and sending time slot respec-
tively. Nodes of control Cp with sort c ¼ Cp� �
indicate chan-

nel frequency; p is a parameter to express the position of a
channel in the channels band. Finally, the sort
b ¼ channelsf g is associated to channel band. All c-sort
nodes are initially grouped inside a Channel node. During
system evolution, a channel can migrate inside slot-nodes
to express its time of use. c-sort nodes have one port
(Arity = 1), they can be connected to a (one or more)
Hop-node within the Topology root through an f-name. Like-
wise, a Slot-time node has one port, enabling it to be linked
by e-name to Network-node. We note that c-sort nodes are
atomic (cannot host other nodes) wheras t-sort and b-sort
nodes are active (subject to reactions). These constraints
on the construction of Interference-root are expressed by
UInterference ¼ U1;U7;U9;U10;U13;U16;U17f g illustrated in
Table 2.

(2) The second root Topology is used to define the routing
behavior over a set of routers. The set of used sorts is
HTopology ¼ a;h; o;w; d;m; if g, where, a ¼ InS ; I

n
R

� �
typing nodes

of routers’ radios. The parameter n is used to designate the
number of neighbors. Precisely, InS is a sender interface and
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InR is a receiver one. The sortm ¼ PathF ; PathSf g is used to dis-
tinguish between conceived paths, the first path and second
one. The sorts w;h; o and d identify nodes: Network, Hop,
Flows and Transmission session open between two routers
respectively. Sorts used to distinguish between Intra-flow
interference and Inter-flow interference are listed in
i ¼ InterferenceA; InterferenceEf g. Structural constraints on
the Topology-root are expressed by UTopology ¼
U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U8;U9;U10;U11;U12;U18f g of Table 2.

(3) Connectivity root supports the two previous roots by offering
routers’ positions information. The sorts sets used in the root
definition are represented by s ¼ Signalxyz

� �
associated to

router signal nodes and t ¼ RT ;RIf g for the transmission
range nodes. The x, y and z parameters specify respectively,
the router position and the number of nodes inside the
signal-node. Each radio has a transmission power which
decreases over a transmission range that is delimited by
two given levels; the router high power transmission range
and the low power interference range typed thanks to
t-sorts elements.

So, Signal-nodes and Range-nodes are considered to enhance
the sensitivity of routers. Constraints on the Connectivity-root
(bigraph) are defined by UConnectivity ¼ U1;U6;U14;U15f g also given
by Table 2. We note the use of a sorting discipline providing a
classification of controls to impose a set of properties that must
be satisfied during the B-WMN construction. This sorting discipline
is defined as:

RB�WMN ¼ HB�WMN;jB�WMN;UB�WMNð Þ where:
(1) HB�WMN , is a non-empty set of sorts (see Table 1. (2) jB�WMN ,

is a signature that specifies all B-WMN controls, illustrated in
Table 1. (3) UB�WMN ¼ U1;U2;U3;U4;U5;U6;U7;U8;U9;U10;U11;f
U12;U13;U14;U15;U16;U17;U18g is a formation rule set that ensures
the construction of bigraphs with meaningful structure. Table 2
summerises all these rules. The formal definition of WMN infras-
tructure is as follows.

Definition 2. A WMN infrastructure is defined by a B-WMN
bigraph, a juxtaposition of three given roots, B-WMN =
InterferencekTopologykConnectivity, where:

B�WMN ¼ VB�WMN; EB�WMN; ctrlB�WMN ;ð
PGB�WMN; LGB�WMNÞ : 3;/ð Þ ! n;/ð Þ, where:
Fig. 4. B-WMN topo
� VB�WMN ¼ VInterference
U
VTopology

U
VConnectivity, where:

VInterference ¼ Channelsband;Channel; Slottimef g
VTopology ¼ Radio;Network;Hop; Flows; Session; Path; Interferencef g
VConnectivity ¼ Signal;Rangef g

� EB�WMN ¼ EInterference
U
ETopology

U
EConnectivity is a finite set of links

having the following types: EB�WMN ¼ e; ri;v ; q; p; l; a; b; f ;uif g
� ctrlB�WMN : VB�WMN ! k, is a map associating kinds (controls) to
all B-WMN nodes, where, KB�WMN ¼ b; c; t; a;w;h; o; d;m; i; s; gf g.

� PGB�WMN ¼ PGInterferencekPGTopologykPGConnectivity, is the places graph.
� LGB�WMN ¼ LGInterferencekLGTopologykLGConnectivity, is the links graphs.

B-WMN nodes represent the system entities given by VB�WMN

and having the ability to interact between them thanks to the set
EB�WMN . Links in this case may be of the following types:

(1) e: links Network-node with a Slot-node type. (2) ri: is an
hyper-arc representing a router i. (3) v: is a virtual link between
two Interfaces radio IR=ISð Þ of different routers. (4) q: defines an
RREQ message send between neighbors. (5) p: defines a RREP mes-
sage send between neighbors. (6) l: is a link established between
radios that may conceive (inside) a hop within a path. (7) a: is an
arc between a Hop-node and the first path. (8) b: is an arc between
a Hop-node and the second path. (9) f: links a channel c-node with
a Hop node. (10) ui: is an hyper-arc that links a Signal-node with
RT=RI nodes (transmission and interference ranges).

We note that edges e and r are initially created in Topology root,
whereas the others are created during its evolution.

Fig. 4 presents an illustrative example of a WMN with its three
roots: InterferencekTopologykConnectivity. In the Topology root, we
consider three routers r1, r2, r3 represented as r-links. Each one
has two interfaces (IS for sending and IR for receiving). A r-link is
attached to the Session-node if the router r is a source or a destina-
tion node as it is the case for r1 and r3. The Network node holds all
routers’ radios. Besides, the interference phenomenon is monitored
by InterferenceA and InterferenceE nodes, where the former repre-
sents the intra-interference generated on one path and the second
is the inter-interference occurring between two flows. Two paths
may be created inside the Session-node during the routing process.
Regarding the Interference root; two types of nodes are identified to
define the time (SlotB for broadcasting stage and SlotS for sending).
An interference may occur when converged channels (c-nodes) are
allocated under the same time-slot and in the same geographical
logy Example.
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area. Initially channels are grouped within a Channels-node (chan-
nels band). Connectivity root provides important information about
routers distributed over a given geographic area and their signals.
So, we find Signal node and inside it RT /RI nodes which are respec-
tively transmission and interference ranges to a specific router.
Sites over roots express an abstraction of possible added nodes,
respecting formation rule Ui, i = 1,..,18.
4.2. Formal evaluation of MPR-CAP4WMN protocol

In addition to their ability to model the infrastructure of WMN,
BRS allow the formal specification of WMN state evolution thanks
to their reaction rules. Our main contribution at this step, is to pro-
pose a set of parametric reaction rules R-WMN, defining Routing
protocols of WMN, dealing with the intra-flow and inter-flow
interferences. We define four categories of reaction rules (see
Table 3); each one handles one step of our proposed MPR-
CA4WMN algorithm (Boucebsi and Belala, 2017).

We note that various parameters are associated to each rule, for
instance, n: represents the number of neighbors of a given node. x
and y specify the position of a router in a network. z: is the number
of child-nodes within a Signal-node. p designates the channel
sequence order (in the channel band).
Table 3
Reaction rules modeling MPR-CAP4WMN behavior.
4.2.1. Category A: Initialization reaction rules
The reaction rules of this category (see Table 3) are applied to

connect routers located in the same area of transmission (RT) or
interference (RI). For instance, the rule R1, illustrated in Fig. 5
allows the connection of the two routers r1 and r2 if they are
located in the same transmission area. Each router may link three
types of nodes: sending Radio (Is), reception Radio (Ir) and Signal.

On the rule left hand side (redex), both routers have no connec-
tions, the Signal nodes are completely independent and also the
missing of links between interfaces (radios) of the two routers.
The bigraph reactum expresses how routers r1 and r2 are con-
nected by creating v-links between routers interfaces and also
sharing RT nodes between Signals.

At the end of this step, a routing table will be built, i.e. each rou-
ter will be able to recognize its neighbors in its transmission or
interference area. This phase is very important, not only for con-
tacting the routers; but also for the estimation of interference gen-
erated according to the neighbors number of each router.
4.2.2. Category B: Reaction rules for multi-path routing
We present only three rules, illustrated in Table 3, out of 12

reaction rules of this category. They affect the Topology root and
may be divided, according to their functionality, into:
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(1) RREQ broadcasting rules (R3;R4;R5). The routing process
begins when a source transmits a Route REQuest to routers.
Each one of these latter forwards this request to its
neighbors.

(2) The arrival of the RREQ at the destination triggers the con-
struction of the first path by sending the RREP response mes-
sage from the destination to the source following a chosen
path (nodes belonging to this path are the low interfered).
Rules R6;R7;R8;R9;R10 and R11 are responsible of this task.

(3) Rules R12;R13;R14;R15 allow the construction of the second
path while taking into account the interference, i.e. keeping
attention to inter-flow interference by choosing the less
number of neighboring routers and the farest one from the
first path nodes.

For instance, the rule R3 in Table 3 is responsible of the broad-
casting message RREQ. The network contains two routers r1 and r2
where r1 is the source (link to the session node) and r2 is its neigh-
bor (Is of r1 and Ir of r2 are bind using the link v1). Sites d0; d1; d2; d3

abstract the existence of the presence of other nodes. Transmitting
message RREQ is represented in the reactum bigraph while replac-
ing link v1 by q1.
Fig. 5. Connection re

Fig. 6. CA trigge
4.2.3. Category C: Channel allocation reaction rules
The third reaction rules category (see Table 3) defines CA

behavior. R16 allocates a channel for the destination node (router)
marking the start of this stage. Then, R17 continues this operation
until the source node (router) is reached and where the R18 oper-
ates. Finally, R19 guarantees the assignment of channels for nodes
of the second path. We note that all these changes are made inside
the Interference root.

Fig. 6 describes the triggering of the CA process when the last
Hop-node is created. The reception interface of r1 (Ir) is inside a
Hop-node as well as sending interfaces (Is) of the two routers r2
and r3 (belonging to the different paths). Thus, the destination
receives the flows, from both paths (Path1 and Path2) through r2
and r3 respectively. The Interference root contains all the channels
(inside the channel node) that are ready to be assigned. The
bigraph reactum defines the assignment of a channel C between
Ir (of the destination) and Is (of r2 and r3) by creating a link f.
The C-node is hosted by the SlotS node to indicate its occupation.

4.2.4. Category D: Reaction rules for interference analysis
The last category of reaction rules deals with interference phe-

nomena verification, it contains 9 rules. To simplify, we give only
action rule (R1).

ring (R16).



Fig. 7. Intra-flow interference detection (R20).
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two rules illustrated in Table 3 responsible of resolving the Intra-
flow interference and the Inter-flow interference.

Fig. 7 illustrates the rule R20 notifying that an Intra-flow inter-
ference is occurring between two hops (Hop1 and Hop2) of the
same path, since they use two interfering channels (c-nodes in
the Slots within Interference root). The interference detection is
done at the bigraph reactum by the InterferenceA nodes hosting
the two considered hops.
5. Executing Bis-WMN model

Bigraphical Reactive Systems constitute an excellent mean to
model both structural and behavioral aspects of WMN. However,
Table 4
Mapping Bis-WMN elements to Maude language concepts.

Fig. 8. Source RREQ Broadcast
existing tools around BRS are limited and specific to some applica-
tion domains.

In our previous works (Boucebsi and Belala, 2015b; Boucebsi
and Belala, 2015a; Boucebsi and Belala, 2016), we have executed
and analyzed a preliminary version of our bigraph-based model
using BigMC (Perrone and Hildebrandt, 2012) and BigraphER
(Sevegnani, 2012) tools. Although these tools are interesting, we
are confronted to several limits. For instance, BigMC does not pro-
vide the ability of expressing bigraphs with sharing, while Bigra-
phER does not support formal verification. Hence, complex
properties are difficult to express and verify. In addition, the pro-
posed model needs to be adapted whenever the property is chan-
ged, giving rise to a less generic solution. On the other hand, a high-
level formal specification language Maude (Clavel et al., 2007),
based on equational and rewriting logics, provides simulation
and several verification techniques, such as model-checking, theo-
rem proving, invariants search, etc. In this work, we choose to use
the LTL model-checker tool (Eker et al., 2003) to achieve the anal-
ysis of some properties inherent to MPR-CAP4WMN protocol.

To this end, we translate the BRS with Sharing-based model of
WMN into Maude modules according to a set of mapping rules
(Table 4). Hence, we define two essential modules giving a clear
distinction between structural and behavioral aspects: the MPR-
CAP4WMN-syntax module and the MPR-CAP4WMN-dynamic
module. Through the former, we resume sorts and operators
declaration to define the signature of the bigraphs. While in the
second module, we define a set of rewrite rules, implementing
the reaction rules defined earlier to specify the behavior of
MPR-CAP4WMN protocol. Fig. 8 shows a rule syntax example; this
ing Maude rewriting rule.



Table 5
Interference and Routing related properties.

Property Description

Interference Properties

Intra-Interference This Property is fulfilled if during the protocol
execution, an intra-flow interference occurs
between intermediate routers sharing the
same flow path and cannot be treated.

Inter-Interference Reports the inability of treating an inter-flow
interference occurring between neighbors’

routers competing for the same or converged
channels.

Routing Properties

Destination-RREQReception Refers to destination node ability for receiving
the RREQ packets.

Source-RREP-Reception Refers to destination node ability for
answering the source node request by means

of RREP packets.

Dual-path-construction Checks the possibility to construct two
distinctive paths between a source node and a

destination one.
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rule is responsible of broadcasting RREQ packets from the source
node to its neighbors.

In this section, we show how to exploit these Maude modules to
check some properties (summarized in Table 5), related to the
interference detection (intra or inter) and the routing process
Fig. 9. Intra-Interfer

Fig. 11. Properties Mod

Fig. 10. Dual-path-cons
(more explanation is given in Table 5). These two classes of prop-
erties have to be expressed using LTL logic in a third Maude mod-
ule (MPR-CAP4WMN-PREDS). The model-Checking technique used
confronts the model of the system behavior and its initial state.
Therefore, the Model checking process is achieved thanks to the
module WMN-Model-Checking.

The first and the last properties given in Table 5 are specified as
follows:

1. Intra-Interference property (see Fig. 9) is a safety property
ensuring that nothing bad will never occur. Thus, it checks if
during the AC process, an intra flow interference occurred and
cannot be resolved.

2. Dual-path-construction property (see Fig. 10) is a liveness prop-
erty stipulating that something good will eventually happen. So,
it verifies that two distinctive paths between a node and a des-
tination nodes are constructed.

The result of the two LTL properties model-checking is shown in
Fig. 11.

6. Conclusion

Interference is one of the most crucial problem that signifi-
cantly decrease WMN performances. In this paper, we have been
interested in solving this issue by adopting BRS as a semantic
framework to model WMNs structural and behavioral aspects. In
particular, we have defined a formal model Bis-WMN, based on
ence property.

el-checking results.

truction property.
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BRS with sharing and their sorting function. Regarding the struc-
tural aspect, we have defined three independent roots representing
the network topology, the routers connectivity and the channels
interference. While, the behavioral aspect is defined by a set of
generic reaction rules describing WMN reconfiguration. Then, we
have shown how to combine BRS and Maude language to execute
and evaluate the Multi-path routing-Channel Allocation protocol
for WMN (MPR-CAP4WMN). A set of inherent properties has been
defined and model-checked using the Maude LTL tool. In our ongo-
ing work, we plan to refine and enrich our proposed model Bis-
WMN in order to deal with the routers load, as for instance, the
routing loops and the hidden nodes.
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